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Can one guy sleep his means during the 26 Nights: A Sexual Adventure alphabet?Here’s the
wager–it’s as effortless as A-B-C. Make like to twenty-six ladies around the alphabet, from
“Abigail” to “Zelda.” Our hero beds divas and debutantes, playgirls and politicos, evangelists
and entrepreneurs, through the boudoirs, boardrooms, and bedrooms of an outstanding
American “sin” city. And win or lose, it is going to be a romp among the letters–and the
sheets–that spells not anything yet pleasure. From the pages of Penthouse journal comes an
erotic novel that offers an all-new desiring to the ABCs.
"Roman within the cover of Erotica"What made the adventure of hearing 26 Nights the main
enjoyable?Well written and enjoyable erotic romance.What did you're keen on most sensible
approximately this story?It’s an erotic 26 Nights: A Sexual Adventure book, what's there to not
like?Any extra comments?It’s no longer a piece of art, it’s no longer the simplest Erotica or
Romance I’ve read. but it was once sturdy for what it is.
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